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“The Miracle” 

 

: Wow! October has been an absolute knock-out month for DFI bugs as reports from across the country 
have raved about big fish being caught, and, lots of them.  October was a perfect split of gorgeous warm 
weather in the first few weeks that produced fish on the larger caddis and hopper patterns, and the last few 
weeks of hooking fish on winter hatches of BWO, midges, and emergers. 
 
Now the dry fly game becomes less complicated as we move 
into November.  The large bugs will disappear, and the fish 
will stop keying on them, so bring on the small bugs and let 
the party begin.  Winter is our ultimate favorite time to dry fly 
fish because there is something about small flies and big fish 
that is very special.  The hatches will be profuse, the variety 
of bugs will shrink, which makes it easier to fool big fish.  
You must stock your box now with all stages of midges and 
BWO, and we’ve made your selection easy by offering 2 sure-
fire alternatives: 
 
“The Winter Pack” offers our 7 top winter flies, and you’ll receive 2 of each fly. You will be astounded by 

the number of fish you’ll catch on these bugs.  Only $25. 
 

“The Miracle” is for the serious winter fly fishing enthusiast.  This custom box features the most extensive 
selection of winter flies anywhere in the world.  You can match almost every winter hatch in all stages 
by owning this box.  $139 (also included is a Contents Sheet for fly placement in the box and for 
reordering as well as a lifetime 10% discount on ALL future orders with DFI). 

 
Our “helpful hints” selection of our newsletter for November deals with how to deliver a fly in an active 
hatch with fish at the surface of the water.  With no fish to target, you would normally be fishing up stream 
and letting the bug dead drift back to you.  The second you recognize large numbers of fish feeding out 
ahead of you, get out of the water and get above the fish and serve the fly directly to the nose of the fish.  
Here’s a video explanation of what we call an “upside down” cast. 
 
DFI’s been working with a new line of flies over the summer, and in the early stages of testing, our new 
Soft Hackles have been an absolute home run.  You can gink it and dead drift it, you can swing it or use it 
as a perfect dropper fly behind a larger bug.  We’ll introduce 
this new line of flies in January; we’re really excited about 
that bug’s potential. 
 
Our Fly of the Month for November at a 10% discount is the 
Adult BWO patterns which are the Single Upright Wing and 
the No Hackle, both in sizes #22 and #20.  You should stock up 
on this bug because it is the blue ribbon staple of winter 
fishing. 
 
Don’t forget Christmas is coming and now’s the time to drop a 
suggestion to your significant other for a gift certificate or 
maybe one of our custom boxes. Here’s a link to a Wish List you could just have lying around in clear 
view! 
 
Many thanks for your emails, your fishing reports, and your continued purchases with DFI.  See you next 
month and keep track of our blogs for local rivers, because were just like you, WE FISH!! 

Fly of the Month:  
Upright Wing, No 

Hackle BWO 

http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/mayflies/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/fly-fishing-tips/


BWO Upright Wing #22, #20 BWO No Hackle #22, #20 

Caddidge #22 Black Searcher #16 

Black Gold #14 BWO Emerger #22, #20 

Black Emerger Black Shuck #22, #20 

Black Emerger White Shuck #22, #20 

Green Tantalizer #18 

Winter Bug Selection for the 
Northwest 

http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/mayflies/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/no-hackle-mayflies/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/mayflies/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/emergers/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/emergers/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/emergers/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/caddis/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/emergers/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/stimulators/


383 W Bloomington Dr. PH:  208.867.4885 
Meridian, ID 83642 FX:   208.887.9701 

Visit us at: www.dryflyinnovations.com 
 

Winter Sample Box 

BWO Emerger #22, #20 

BWO No Hackle #22, #20 

BWO Hatching Emerger #20, #18 

BWO Upright Wing #22, #20 

Black Searcher #16 
Black Gold #16 

Caddidge #22 

$25 

http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/mayflies/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/no-hackle-mayflies/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/mayflies/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/emergers/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/emergers/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/caddis/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/stimulators/


“The Miracle” 
(6 dozen flies) 

While you’re enjoying a Thanksgiving meal, there are giant trout feeding at the surface of your local 
rivers.  While you’re eating turkey and mashed potatoes, the fish are  in a feeding trough sipping 
Midges and Blue Wing Olives.  Come join the micro world of late Fall and Winter dry fly 
fishing.  The crowds are gone, the rivers are low, but those giant fish are still there.  You could be 
catching these fish, and all it takes is a warm coat and a fly box full of magic.  Want the surprise of 
your life?  Select a day with no wind in the dead of winter, grab this fly box, and spend a day on the 
river.  It could be the most exciting fishing trip of your life!!  You could become an addict like me. 
Free shipping on custom-filled fly boxes. Insert provided for fly location in box as well as a 10% 
lifetime discount for all future purchases at DFI. 

$139 

http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/all-season-fly-boxes/
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/catalog/all-season-fly-boxes/

